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Editor’s Note

Dear Reader,
  
Welcome to Brighton High’s 2017 Taurus Canis Literary Arts Magazine, our sixth edition. 

Carpe Diem 
exclamation 
used to urge someone to make the most of the present time and give little thought to the 
future

Carpe Diem. It pulls at our heart strings when Mr. Keating receives a standing ovation upon 
desks from the students in his classroom. It’s a permanent definition in the fine print of 
translation’s seize the day. It whispers the courage when opportunities are presented to us, a 
reminder of the short life we are given.

This year we held a contest, inquiring students and staff to tell us what the words “carpe diem” 
meant to them. The response was nothing less than an exclamation of interpretations. 

Students put to paper the highs of living for the day and the lows of one chance at life,
acknowledging the lessons learned each day. Through honest poetry and inspiring prose, 
colorful art and vivid photography, it reminds us to take each day as it comes.

Thank you students and staff for seizing the opportunity to publish your work. Without your 
passion to create and courage to submit, this magazine would not be possible. Thank you to 
the associate editors for your creative minds and giving hearts. Thank you to the advisor for 
your commitment to the magazine and to every aspiring writer and artist.

I encourage you to read, reflect, and to seize the day.

Editor-in-Chief
Rachel Matuszewski
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My “Imagine”
Nadine Clark

Imagine my world as peaceful.
Full of love and kindness

where all the bills are paid on time
and no one worries about housework.

I imagine I’m financially comfortable
giving to others with without a second thought,

giving time without worrying I’m wasting it.
Giving from the heart

knowing all of my needs are met.

My world will only be complete with love,
Respect for the other,

Respect for each other.
Acceptance will not be a cliché,

it will be a way of life.

Love is all we need.
Love is all we want.
Love is what I see.

Love is what I’ll give.

“Self Portrait”, Painting, Bailey Desmond
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Be Free
Katelyn LaFleche

When you sit at home,
in the middle of the day,

sunny and bright,
birds chirping, bees buzzing,

do you feel free?
Do you feel free at home,

with your house
holding you captive?

Why not run,
why not breathe,

feel the grass,
soft and cold against your feet.

The sun shining,
bright, like a diamond,
be outside of yourself,

let it go, be free, seize the day.

“Bean under Blue Skies”, Photo, David Woelkers
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“Her America”, Charcoal, Emily Ochodnicky
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What I’ve Learned
Carolann Plank

Fear not the love that is earned,
but the love that is given,

For those who have learned
are not so easily smitten

with common words
from others you have heard.

So fear not the love that is earned,
but the love that is given.

Know the difference in those
whose love is the same for all

and those carefully they have chose,
they are the ones who make you feel small.

So fear not the love that is earned,
but the love that is given.

The sweet hasty embrace of a heart
may last no longer than a night,

through your soul like a rugged dart
it will cut reason from your sight.
So fear not the love that is earned,

but the love that is given.
On a calm summer day
or a wicked winter’s eve,

the one whose eyes draw you to stay,
so harmless, so gentle they may be.

Fear not the love that is earned,
but the love that is given.

Time will seem to test your patience
and bickering will try to wear you down.

When this happens, remember your sense
and think of their love in which you drown.

You did not fear the love that was earned
and you survived the love that was given.
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“A Tribute to the Birth of Venus”, Painting, Katharine Gardella

         Ink, Makayla Maciak
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Age is Just a Number
Monique Sizeland

You treated me
like I was five

because you were six
and couldn’t handle

that I was actually ten

“Childhood”, Pencil, Emily Ochodnicky
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“Taurus”, Painting, Maddy Sanger

An Artist’s Touch
   Katharine Gardella

I want to trace paths
of kisses down your neck and

paint the world with how I feel.
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Seize the Moment
Grace Carney

 My audition is in 15 minutes, and to say that I am panicking would be an understatement. My hands are 
shaking, my palms are sweating, and if I take any deeper breathes I’m going to pass out.
 I try to calm myself down, try to think of relaxing things; a calming beach, a beautiful sunset, my love for 
music, but none of it helps. All I can think about is that one thought - What if I fail? It’s enough to send me into 
tears, and I run off into the bathroom, shielding myself from the fear that awaits me outside.
 I tell myself to breathe. I tell myself it’s okay, you’re going to be okay. But as I wipe away my tears with 
toilet paper, I know that there is no way I can go back out there. I just know I will fail, and I can’t live with myself 
when I do. 
 As I am sitting on the floor of the bathroom trying to compose myself, I see a girl walk in. She is wearing 
black boots, a black skirt and a white crop top with the words Carpe Diem written on it. She gives me a smile as 
she walks in, and starts to apply lip gloss to her lips in the bathroom mirror. I try to ignore her, to just block her 
out of my mind so I can focus. But I just can’t get over what her shirt says; Carpe Diem - what does that even 
mean? Is it French? Latin?
 So with the little bravery I have left, I look up at the girl and ask her, “What does your shirt say?”
The girl looks over at me, caps her lip gloss, and sits down across from me on the bathroom floor. And with a 
small smile, she tells me, “Carpe Diem- it means to seize the day.”
 Seize the day I think to myself. “What does that mean?”
 She looks down at her shirt for a moment to think, and then looks back at me. As she inspects my tear 
stained cheeks and puffy red eyes, she asks me, “Are you hiding from something in here?”
 And so I tell her about my audition. I explain to her how anxious I have been for the past two weeks, and 
how nervous I am right now. And then I tell her how if I fail, my life will be over. As I start to tell her how scared 
I am that I will fail, she starts to smile. When I ask her why she is smiling, she tells me this.
 “Believe it or not, I was in your position not too long ago. I was scared out of my wits for a wind en-
semble audition, and I could barely breathe as I performed for the judge. I knew I was a good player, but I just 
couldn’t calm myself down enough to do well. Sadly, I failed that audition. But guess what? Nothing happened. 
My life stayed the same, and I was the same happy person I was before the audition. And that’s when I discovered 
Carpe Diem. It means so many things, but to me it means take away the stress. Take away the pain. Take away 
the fear, and replace it with happiness. Because no matter what, you will be okay. So forget the future. It doesn’t 
mean anything. You are living right now, in this moment, and that is all that matters. So walk into that audition 
with pride - you know you’ve got this. Walk into that audition like you’ve conquered it a million times. This is 
your chance to shine. Don’t just seize the day, seize the moment, because in the end that’s all you really can do.”   
And with that, she gets up and strolls out of the bathroom like she was never even there.
 I sit there for a minute and let what the girl said sink in. And then I realize - she’s right. So I pick the 
crumpled balls of toilet paper up off the ground and toss them in the trash can. I stand up, straighten my blouse 
in the mirror, and walk out of the bathroom with more pride than I’ve ever had before. Carpe Diem, I whisper to 
myself as I march into the audition room and place myself before the judge.
 I sang my heart out at that audition. And as I left the room, I suddenly didn’t care if  I had gotten the part 
or not. None of it seemed to matter anymore. I had conquered my fears, and that was all I truly cared about.
As I grew up, I came across more auditions, more obstacles. And to be honest, my anxiety never really complete-
ly disappeared. It was always with me, no matter where I went. But where I carried my anxiety, I also carried 
the words that girl shared with me in the bathroom. Carpe Diem became my secret weapon to getting over any 
nerves that tried to control me. And as long as I had it, I knew that I would be okay.
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I Want to Hold You in My Arms 
Megan Gackler

Don’t read the YouTube comments.
A rule all smart people know 

But I believe I’ll find encouragement
 so it’s down to the comments I go. 

When I see what he said to you- 
In truth I guess I already knew 

that people could actually be so cruel. 
I’m sure his comment breaks some sort of rule. 

I don’t hesitate,  I click report 
and write to you, with a loving retort

but while I hope by you my comment is read,
the most important words I held in my head. 

I want to hold you in my arms, 
keep you from all of the harms. 

Every mean word they say 
will not ruin your day 

through the hate that they think,
I’ll pull you back from the brink. 

And though I don’t know you, 
the rest of my life I’ll show you

life is not bleak,
your faith is not weak, 

and when you rise up to see their words set off alarms
know that I want to hold you, in my safe-guarding arms.

“Along the Walk”, Photo, Olivia Cooperrider
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One Minute
Ky Beesley

 Her pretty little blonde curls bounced around as she ran out to play at recess. She was always so 
excited to play outside. She changed out of her floral pink dress and sandals into some jeans, a white 
ruffled t-shirt, and some tennis shoes. She ran out to the swings with a huge smile on her face. She 
didn’t have many friends, but she was content by herself. I was in a fight with her that day so I didn’t talk 
to her. I regretted that day for the rest of my life. I remember it so vividly. I looked away for one minute. 
60 seconds. One minute is what it takes for someone to go missing. One minute for someone to be kid-
napped. I remember my teachers questioning me. They said that I was her best friend so I had to know 
something, but I didn´t. Soon after that the police came to me. We were only in 4th grade, but I never 
forgot that moment. They never found her, and I never got my best friend back. I never said goodbye, 
and because of our fight about who was the better drawer, I never will.

“Sea Turtle”, Painting, Julia Gray
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Drowned in Guilt
Sydney Herington

The roaring wave crashing upon the shore,
is like a forceful taste of reality.

Angry and loud, then soft tranquility.
Destroying the battleship and oar.

Twisting and turning the storm wants more,
like a person and his personality.

Secrets to keep, his sadness guaranteed
begins a forever internal war.

Trying and gasping, struggling for air,
he will always remember her kind words.
The words that fly him above and around.

“This is the end,” he says. A rip and tear.
Telling his secret, a dirty deadly curse,

quiet and silencing screams as he drowns.

“Mirror Sky”, Photo, Carolann Plank
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The Ballad of the Keeper
Olivia Richey

The sun dips down below the horizon, 
permitting the stars’ grand entrance.

The keeper stirs at the top of his tower,
preparing for ships passing in the distance.

The hands of my waves seem to cower 
at the sharp stones that hug the beacon,

like misbehaved children afraid of a clout,
not unlike the many unfortunate seamen.

He descends from the tower in his usual route,
once the lens is reflecting its saving light,

and stands at my edge in solitary,
looking solemnly out at the cold, blue bight.

He curses the bay for its harry
of the sailors he felt responsible - 

for the blood and gore they’ve endured,
for a fate that appeared unmanageable.

The keeper then feels reassured,
for as he stood at my edge in a trance,

his expression shifts and suddenly he sees
that my waves do not kill by choice, but by chance.

He pulls away from our nightly tease,
once again reminded of my beauty,

and recalls why he chose this vocation,
his own quiet form of shore duty.

The End
Mike Scroggins

 February 12th, 2016. A day that will haunt my memories and is worse than any nightmare 
I’ve endured. I often lay awake at night wondering what could have been. I wake up in a cold sweat 
and cry myself back to sleep knowing I’ll never see you again. Those dreams are wild storms waiting 
to wreak havoc on my ever aching heart. 
 To some, this is simply just another Friday, but to me, the darkest of memories. Grabbing 
me by the throat while I gasp for air. But your memory will still carry on, and I’ll rise again. In the 
morning.
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“Heaven”, Chalk Pastel,  Katharine Gardella
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Ad Nauseam
Ωam Punnachai J.

Rip it off ! Rip it off ! 
Riff and gain with cold rain.

Again and again,the pain.
Do not refrain,

Must be the pain of again.
Because

we never know 
and no one ever knows.

When it’ll come, it comes.
When it’ll go, it goes.

So make it done,
before the next chance 

won’t let you 

“Rock of Cashel”, Copper, Andrew Mullin

Dandelion
Monique Sizeland

When I was little 
my feet were planted, but as

I grew older my 
mind became aware and I 

spread my seeds like burning fire.
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That’s Life
Rachel Matuszewski

 
 When they first saw you, you weren’t in mint condition. To most, all babies are squirmy and their faces all 
scrunch the same way before a cry strikes your eardrums. But you were different; you were smaller, earlier. They 
call you a miracle. 
 By four years old you were in school. You had your twin brother at your side, your best friend, your pro-
tector. Besides being born on the same day, you still don’t see much resemblance with his sapphire eyes to your 
forest hazel. But he was the spokesman to your quiet demeanor. Still is. 
 In fourth grade you had found your niche. It was the newest trend of writing stories. You wrote about 
a slave girl. Your first “book”. Your family was proud, congratulating you and claiming you’d be a great writer 
someday. Your cheeks would bloom rosy red and you’d mutter a meek and joyous thank you. 
 By eighth grade you had finally grown to like the Catholic middle school you attended. You had met your 
best friend 2 years before - a witty freckled girl named Sam. You had praise from an honors English teacher your 
seventh grade year for a poem about a tiger. It was called “Victorious”, your first of many published pieces. 
 Four months later you were back at the bottom of the food chain. A little fish venturing into the big pond 
of high school. It would be your hardest year. When the stress you strapped on your shoulders like a backpack 
was too much to bare, your stomach turned to knots and tears stained your face every night. 
 Sophomore year was full of chemistry. It was the first time you met the head coach for track, an outgoing 
women who took you under her wing and encouraged you to run faster than you thought you could. Yet, senior 
year you would hear a new supportive voice from any spot on the track, and he taught you to believe in yourself 
as much as he did. But there was also your first passion, creative writing. You learned sharing your work took 
guts, but was worth it with the support of two seniors. You made your mark in the classroom, little did you know 
there would be many more to come. 
 Junior year, the best. Regardless of the late nights studying anatomy or Sunday afternoons practicing for 
the ACT, you became fully involved in Young Life. It was the best decision you ever made. They took you to sum-
mer camp, where you had the best week of your life. You threw out the idea of becoming a teacher and signed up 
for Newspaper. Little did you know you would have the guts to take on Editor in Chief the next year, as you did 
for this year for the literary magazine. 
 Now it’s your senior year, and you can’t believe it’s over. It’s hard to believe how many seniors have been 
your mentors, and now that’s your job. You’ve grown from a follower to a leader in some of your favorite plat-
forms, with writing as Editor in Chief and running as a captain. The next step is coming soon, where you’ll pack 
your bags and head off the Allendale to become a GVSU Laker. You’re terrified, but if there’s one thing you’ve 
learned in your 18 years, getting out of your comfort zone can lead to amazing things. Perhaps it’s the end of the 
beginning.  
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January 6th 2017
Austin Kopek

Seizing the moment. That’s what I did.
The old hag’s witch hunt of who opposes her.

Thinks the whole world is against her.
Making false accusations left and right.

Comes up with false memories and situations like Zoltan.
Blaming me, she took away my freedom to flee.

How do I get back my means of traversing the world?
I thought to escape into the shadows to a fellow whose place sounded like heaven.

I made my escape.
Salvation was finally there in my hands.

Rendezvoused with my fine friend throughout the night and the following day.
Worshipped our Lord and set out for an early feast.

All was normal until I ended back home.
greeted thankfully by my elder brother.

He annexed me into our basement to hide.
Calling the one dearest to rescue me.

Another moment seized and it tasted like the sweet summer air.
We traversed across town;

delightful, enjoyed every moment being around her.
Until I had to go back.

She’s screaming at me and my faults.
While I sit there clenching my fists until they soak in red.

My teeth grinding until my molars crack.
My vision blurs more as she goes on.

My anger sweltering inside me.
My eyes sweat, not from sadness, but from pure rage.

Swallowing my harsh words.
Holding back my most internal thoughts.

Trying not to explode.

Scribes
Todd Day

We carriers of binoculars,
of moments caught,

must carve the coordinates in the rock
to let the birds in space

navigate home.
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“Carpe Diem”, Photo, Olivia Cooperrider
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SAT Journal #8
Kaylin Schoeninger

Literary Terms:

Malevolent: Having or showing a wish to do evil things to others.

Vigilant: Keeping careful watch for possible dangers or difficulties. 

Solicitude: Care or concern for someone or something.

Annihilate: Destroy utterly; obliterate.

 My biggest fear is waiting for my malevolent demons to creep out of the shadows and annihilate my exis-
tence. My biggest fear is waiting for the evils of this earth to finish their heavy stalking and finish me off once and 
for all. My biggest fear you ask? Losing my vigilance and utterly losing my life.
 The ghostly beings that haunt my daydreams and my nightmares will come after me someday. They will 
strike, at one point or another, and take everything from me, everything I love. They watch my every move, listen 
to my every thought, planning their route of destruction and their plot of evil. They take notes, they study me, 
they know me - and my weaknesses. 
 My character is just the antagonist in their twisted story. In their minds, they are the good guys, they are 
the heroes. I am the one that terrifies their readers, I am the one they root against. But that is just life, everyone 
wants to be the one crowds cheer for, they want to be the one that go down with the greatest legacy the world has 
ever seen. There are Abe Lincolns, and then there are Hitlers - and notice they both thought they were the good 
guys. That is just life.
 The demons that roam this earth are not different than us in more than one aspect. They strive for the 
same glory we do, they strive to do good for their higher power, for their boss, just as we do. The only thing that 
differs us from them is our goals and our ideals for our futures, our fates. They fight their battles with the same 
fierce determination as us. The only difference is the motives and the thoughts behind our swords.
Every being has solicitude for one thing or another, even if it does not seem like it. We have varying levels of 
passion, of ambition, of determination. But every being has a purpose.
 My biggest fear you ask? Being the purpose for my demons.
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The Scream
Lindsay Hillstrom

It echoed and carried all through the town,
a harrowing exclamation of fear.

A normal soul would shiver at the sound
as children sobbed with frightened tears. 

He came sprinting with his hands to his face,
more of a phantom than a living man.

His shrill cry pierced the air, making a heart race. 
Like meek prey from a predator it ran.

A chill blew gently through the misty air
and goosebumps were raised up on stiff forearms.

He pounded his feet and his nostrils did flare, 
and his tale never ceases to alarm.

As he shuffled through town, his dark eyes did gleam. 
He hollered and hissed, unleashing the scream.

The Journey 
Frank Wittman

The Angel struts his dove white suit guiding the way to the holy kingdom,
repelling the roaring crowd ahead.

“Paul...is dead.”
The Undertaker dressed in a coal black suit protects the carcass,

 from the onlookers grasps, attempting to drag him back.
“Paul...is dead.”

The Corpse nervously steps onwards feeling the cool coarse cement on his toes,
 as he leaves behind his past life.

“Paul...is dead.”
The Gravedigger follows covering up the fragmented remains of the deceased memories, 

separating him from his former self. 
“Paul...is dead.”
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A Place 
Rachaelle Baxter

Maybe there is a place, 
a worldthat exists outside of these four walls 

these restrictive halls 
where not just authority makes the calls

that determine a life.

Maybe there is a place beyond this harsh light 
where there is not the continual fight, 

the social hierarchy of I’m wrong so you must be right. 
We only learn by our limited sight 

so ignorance is accepted.

Maybe there is world beyond these confining desks 
that cultivates love instead of hate;

judges not whether you’re gay or straight 
but by the decisions that you make 

and risks you’re willing to take 
to stand up for justice.

Maybe beyond the pencils and papers and endless tests 
there lies a place where you can rest 

knowing that your effort was your best 
because you stood for something 

instead of falling in line with the rest.

Or maybe I have it all wrong....
because I have been to that place beyond this protection 

and it’s not as perfect as it seems, there are some misconceptions...
the forgiven are few and forgiveness even less;

there is no helping hand to clean up your mess....
you can make that mistake, you can walk through that door 

but before you know it you’re working that job being that whore 
to an American Dream that doesn’t want you anymore.

There is perception of freedom that will call you to try.
Take another drink, go home with that guy…

“Yeah you don’t know his name but that’s the fun”
 until you wake up realizing you’re the only one.....

that sold your standards away for a chance to be free.
That’s the problem with freedom, it’s never really free. 
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“Opportunity  Blooms”, Painting, Carolyn Ingram
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To My Grandfather
Gabriel Pilon

Crawling out of the dark,
I wipe the tears from my eyes,

the blood on my skin
and open the curtains.
Sunlight shines strong.

It’s warm and welcoming.
Beckoning.

The colors in the sky welcomed me 
back into the world

and out of melancholy.
The rich, deep blue of the night before 

reminds of the darkness I have
and will never escape

but will cope.

The brilliant orange hues of the brand new sky reminds
that days are wasted sitting around

mourning and grieving
and feeling sorry for yourself.

But days are celebrated
as you embrace the tranquil beauty

of the earth around you.

The days are short
as are our lives.

Everyone runs out of time.
My life can’t end before it starts.

He would want me to live my life to the fullest.
Live out what he can’t physically see.

And I will.

~In loving memory of my Grandfather, who passed away April 1, 2017~
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 “Prismatic Youth Lagoon”, Painting, Amanda Webster

“Bear”, Painting, Sarah Shafi
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Zombies
Lydia Tice

We’re zombies in our daily lives. 
Why can’t we try to realise
That maybe we’re not fine.

Why do we have to lie?
It’s the same everyday.

Switch off clock, autopilot engage.
Let’s all repeat our daily games

Not thinking about our daily shames.
There’s no more living

Only working.
No more happiness

Only boring
I would turn back time to realise,

That time is short until we die.
No more regrets should be made.

Let us choose the things we praise.
Lets smell the roses

And watch them grow.
Sing to a melody,

Or write like Thoreau
Lets feel the warmth of the sunlight

or feel the coolness of the night
Let us dream big,

And never stop the fight.
Let us turn back time,

And rewind.
Let’s start over.

Don’t say goodbye.

Hold Tight
Monique Sizeland

Keep life in a hug, my dear;
strong and near.

Because now is bliss,
so live limitless.
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 Pancakes
Tatjana Hein

 It is Sunday morning. She had already jumped out of bed, direct in her favorite pair of Mickey Mouse 
shorts and her yellow tank top which says, “I enjoy long romantic walks to the fridge”.
 The house belongs to her today and she planned on using this as wisely as possible. The music pulses 
through the empty rooms and fills them with Wham’s catchy “Wake Me up before You Go-Go” and she couldn’t 
stop herself from dancing in the kitchen. This song gets her every time. And she means every time. Her body just 
separates itself from her mind and starts moving to the happy beat. She is hot. Her boiling blood rushes through 
her veins. Obviously because she dances like there was no tomorrow but mainly because the heat from the stove 
wraps itself around her like a cozy blanket on a cold, winter night.
 She doesn’t care how she looks. Red cheeks, unshaved legs, unmatching socks and her hair artsy draped 
in something what could be taken as a bird’s nest after all this jumping and head banging. She has to be careful 
though, because her fluffy socks turn her dance moves into a dangerous acrobatic event. A while ago she saw a 
video of herself one of her best friends had taken of her. She looked more like she was falling for several minutes 
while singing- or screaming?- into a cucumber even though she felt like she was in a professionally taken music 
video at this time. Nevertheless, she knows that she’s fabulous. 
 This time she doesn’t have a cucumber but a ladle and she would lie if she would deny that she hasn’t hit 
herself accidentally with it while swinging the imaginary microphone like it was a cane. With a smacking noise 
she splashes the ladle in the pancake batter and scoops out just the perfect amount for another pancake. The 
batter makes a satisfying noise when it hits the hot pan and she knows immediately that this pancake will be per-
fectly gold-brown when she turns it. The fragrance of pancakes resonates through the kitchen, warm and sweet, 
the irresistible smell of melted butter mixed with cinnamon and chocolate drops. If she could, she would catch 
this smell and use it as a perfume. 
 Sunday mornings were made for pancakes.

“Soleil de Plage”, Photo, Samantha Sebestyen
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The Cherry Tree
Jaclyn Burr

Behind my childhood home,
against the horizon of the wistful, grassy field,

there stands a lone black-cherry tree.
It rests at the crest of the farthest hill,

overlooking slopes of meadow and marsh—
a quiet bastion of grace, might, and solitude.

Thick, ashy bark meanders upward,
diverging into tremendous beams,

from which sprawling, slender branches rise.
Delicate leaflets of sage, rust, and soft-yellow dangle below,

fluttering like paper petals in the breeze
and scattering sunlight through a canopy of lace.
Any wanderer seeking respite would find shelter

beneath the cascading green blankets.

I remember running to the safety of the tremendous tree,
on a pitch-black night,

in a game of “Ghost in the Graveyard.”
I’d collapse my arms around the trunk with relief, invincible,

as the “ghosts” of my siblings retired back to the woods.
No matter how terrifying the pursuer,

the sturdy, wide trunk,
the pillowy, overgrown grass,

and the embroidered veil of the leaves
never failed to shut out the fear.

Years later,
I sprint through the lawn again,

feet crunching over parched yellow grass, until the crochet curtain 
brushes my shoulders.

Clinging to the weathered knobs of gray bark,
I let loose explosive streams of tears,

and as sobs shake my weakened frame,
I fall to the earth.

I sit, staring out at the dried up swamplands,
and rest the bones of my back between the rivets of the bark.

There is solace in being sheltered from the world,
as the trunk hides my silhouette,

and the setting sun tries, with its last genteel warmth,
to dry my tear-stained face.
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“Pollen”, Painting, Maddy Sanger

Maybe this place can save me again,
can make the doctor call back once more,

to tell my mother the test says: benign.
Then, I won’t have to see her cry—

I’ll see only wispy white dandelions and flittering sun.
I won’t have to hear the phone ring—

I’ll hear only the crickets in the marsh.
But my swelling eyes and tangled stomach tell me,

I can’t stay.
Today,

these ghosts will stay with me.
The safety I seek is unattainable,

even from the mighty cherry tree.

When my parents told me the other day
that the cherry tree was dying,

I turned to see their loving faces,
and told them they were wrong.

Today,
encircled by my arms

and watered by my warmest tears,
the tree stands.
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The Place We Called Home
Rachel Matuszewski

 My mother’s house is my childhood time capsule. Upon the peeling planks of wood we called steps, I see 
a six year old twirling in her fluffy pink tutu, charmed by the tiara sparkling on her head. I smile at the joy of her 
innocence. When anything could make her silky cheeks crinkle into a laugh. 
    Through the mahogany red door I see another first day of school picture take place on the stairs. Her eyes 
used to be red with tears from hatred of a dress and tight shoes. But she stands taller as the years move on, grow-
ing into her signature style of jeans and a t-shirt.
   The kitchen is stained with the smell of numerous scrambled egg breakfasts, along with the immovable 
checkered backsplash. The ring stains on the table remind of strategically placed casserole dishes and late night 
conversations.
    Up the winding staircase to my bedroom, I pass the mustard yellow bathroom, equipped with standard 
rubber ducky shower curtain. I see my seventh grade self with crimped hair and purple braces. But my tenth 
grade self bumps her aside and naively straightens her mother’s inherited chocolate curls until they conform with 
the newest trend.
    My bedroom door is closed, and I can still hear the infamous slam. The thud as it stops against the fragile 
frame. A muffled yell threatens, but the teenager inside presses stubbornly into the barrier between them. The 
turquoise blue walls were the only faces to see her cry and the flower quilt soaks up her tears as she surrenders to 
the day. Her bookshelf collected volumes of stories to fuel her imagination, and pages dog-eared to revisit her fa-
vorite parts. The window served as her surveillance into the yard as she spun around in an olive green desk chair, 
chatting for hours into the home phone.
    It was from that window where she spotted the mail man, sending her tumbling down the stairs and 
sprinting out into the yard. She ripped at the gold seal and shrieked of her acceptance. I grinned at her excite-
ment to experience the world, so big and new.
    But as I watched the porch pile high with her belongings, I wish I could have told her not to take it so 
lightly. That the day the trunk snapped shut was the day she’d leave forever. Should have hugged her mother 
tighter and saved the eye roll for her last staircase picture.
    But as much as I want her to savor it as she pulls out of the driveway, I know who she’ll grow up to be. 
And she’ll finally come back to the place we called home.

My Heart is Racing
Anonymous

My heart is racing  for a non ending race. No destination has been placed. Nowhere to go. I can not stay. My 
heart is afraid of all the pain. My stomach is sick, my cheeks are inflamed. I feel dizzy and nauseous as I continue 
to think of all the mistakes I have made. All the mistakes I’m going to make. The fear and pain is all I feel. I must 
contain what all I feel. “Conceal, don’t feel, can’t let them know.” I feel alone, with only pain to comfort my soul. 
With more fear that begins to show, with more pain I can’t let go. I’m all alone in this messed up world. I can’t 
contain it all. I’m going to blow. I’m so close to letting go. I can not bare this messed up show.
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Distractions
Megan Wallace

So I try to free my brain from the haze,
attempting to yield my thoughts back to me;
but delightful distractions cause more delays.

Eyes stare at eyes in a mirror that portrays
a wicked glimpse of a carried-on fantasy,
so I try to free my brain from the haze.

Dust falls in the cracks of my brain and weighs
down on thoughts. I´m so sleepy-

but delightful distractions cause more delays.

It’s like we’re all content with false displays,
just put on a mask to be less crazy.

So I try to free my brain from the haze.

Each hour is numb like the song that replays 
in an elevator -it can not lift me up so easily.

But delightful distractions cause more delays.

The minutes get lost in the hours, which only conveys
The wilting attempts to fill the shoes of what I used to be.

So I try to free my brain from the haze,
but delightful distractions cause more delays.

Walking
 Sarah Shafi

A warm balmy evening
Peach and blue stroke the trees

The song in the petals trills
An afternoon weaving

A night of contemplative elation
Slow pounds of tired shoe on worn pavement

The crisp jacket walks next to the puffball
A silence so quiet there’s conversation
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Even the Bones
Miguel Mesa

Exploding like meteors 
The racist thoughts of a man 
Intertwined with the liquor 

Swerved with tires of imperfection 
Inventing new murder 

Or touching another’s life 
Either way this hand takes 

Releases interjections of a savior
Who can’t be proven or a chosen lover

Who can’t be faithful 
Youth is eternal at heart but you realize 

The clock is broke 
The time it slows 

And as you know my mother leaves me 
With less than a goodbye

But with the imprint of her face was to be unrecognized 
Or the smell of bitter liquor taints the 

Air of her presence
The way you talk makes me realize the actions of father and how he saved me

But really your insanity saved you 
The family can’t peer into these ridiculed eyes and the tears that they produce when you find that you lost me 

You lost it all
And I’m tired of faking it 
Judgement is not appalled 

The grounds on which I was raised would see the fall
Everything I put myself into 

Emotions and the bare witness of the Lord
Sixteen years of age at least that’s what I’m told

I have it all 
I’m not gonna lie 

I grew up in a standard house 
I knew everything my mom was about 

I saw the mistakes and vowed to never let myself change into something I couldn’t bare 
And the universe stands still in awe as you collapse your hand into mine hearing the bee sting and 

the flowers sway but really everyone is already ashamed 
New beginnings new lies 

Same thing as demise 
I can’t bare the sting of your eyes 

And Jeff he died 
20 something years old 

I tried not to cry 
Thinking that my own cousin was dead

But he’s been dead 
since the first injection 

That long hair I couldn’t forget it
Or when I remembered that tamed face 

It’s hard for me to forget that place 
He’ll be a memory to all 

Except the demons who took him, they were just making a call
He left the building and left this world with what was said and done

Life stood still for a mere fraction of a second, minute, hour 
Even the bones would shake from glances
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Coffee
Maddie Chamberlain 

     I remember the moment I fell in love with you. 
     You were laughing at one of my stupid jokes, and your eyes lit up when I giggled. I remember you holding my 
hand in public, like you were proud to have me. I remember the stolen kisses when we thought no one was look-
ing. I remember your comforting hand on the small of my back when you knew I was on the verge of an anxiety 
attack. I remember you holding me when I cried. I remember making you coffee on those early mornings, you 
liked yours black. You said the bitter taste is what woke you up the most. You would make fun of me for putting 
so much cream in mine, that it was practically white. 
     I remember falling out of love as well. 
     I remember the eye rolls when I would tell my stupid jokes. I remember the absence of your hand when we 
were around people. I remember you paying more attention to your phone than to me. I remember breaking 
down by myself, screaming into a pillow, punching walls, and throwing things. I remember crying alone. I re-
member drinking my coffee black for the first time. 
     Now all I drink is black coffee.

Chalk Pastel, Emma Allerdice
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From the Island of the Lime Tree
Lindsay Hillstrom

 From the island of the lime tree, life abounds in the peace and serenity. Among 
the dagger-like teeth of rock and stone along the ocean shore grows a grove of lime 
trees. Their will to succeed is unextinguishable. Their roots grow long and deep 
through the damp, dark soil. Their arms reach out to the sides, holding each other in 
a warm embrace, and their bark is scarred so as to show the extent of how they’d lived 
and loved.
 The lime trees remind me of my family, and the adventures that I’ve shared 
with them over the course of my life. We support each other through the most tumul-
tuous storms. We encourage each other to stand up for ourselves and those who may 
be less fortunate. We work together to achieve our goals both personal and as a family, 
and because we are family, we love each other, like the lime trees that never let go.

“Paradise”, Photo, Carolann Plank
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Cowboy
Todd Day

No more stories dead cowboy.
Though you’ve broken thirty bones in the left hand alone,
your treble hook grip switched cold pommel for pillow,

campfires for heating pads,
to stare out horseless-framed windows.

Use to gawk at corrals with rodeo clown grins,
shiver at the chance of forgotten trailheads,

swallow up the stars lying back on Colorado or Wyoming,
or Michigan.

Eight seconds now means there are 52 more
‘til the prostate might finally deliver.

Never braided manes, but oozed of blue war paint,
dripping from haunches, slapping commands

with your firecracker whistle from Marlboro’s lung.
An oxygen tank, hissing like a rattler,

now crowds the step to the bathroom, the bedroom,
the memories more.

When the hell was the funeral?
Don’t remember the songs we sang,

the stories we shared.
Don’t remember if we chained you up to rot against a tree

like some martyr you hoped to be.
Recall your missing Morgan,

off haunting snowy wood,
who deserves to graze and trail,

sleep in that pine-needle blanket.
Let him shake off the crystal beards of winter,

or rise up, all muscle, heart and hooves,
proud before a charge.

No more stories dead cowboy.
There’s the saddle,
find your horse.
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Taurus Canis 2017 Contest
“Carpe Diem”

For this year’s Taurus Canis competition, we challenged students to tell us what the Latin 
expression meant to them. Through written word and artistic expression, students reflected 
upon the meaning of the phrase and created something to be admired. Winners will receive 

$50 for their written or artistic contribution.

“Carp in Denim”, Ink, Katelynn Stress

This Year’s Winners for Art and Poetry:
“Carp in Denim” Katelynn Stress

“What If?” Anna Krebs

Honorable Mentions:
“January 6th, 2017” Austin Kopek
“Sieze the Moment” Grace Carney

“To My Grandfather” Gabriel Pilon
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What If?
Anna Krebs

What if you found out
The world is about to end

Would you really be that rude?
Would they really be your friend?

Would you really tell them no?
Would you really send that text?
Would you really only dream?
And wait for what comes next

Would you really tell the truth?
Would you really tell a lie?

Would you keep the snapchat streaks?
Would you really go outside?

Would that show be so important?
Would that tweet be so ideal?
Would all of this really matter

If it isn’t how you feel?

Your hair, eyes, nails, and clothes
Shouldn’t matter that much to you

People care about who you are
And what it is you do

If the world were to end tomorrow 
What would the people say

Have you made a difference?
Did you waste you life away?

Did you slip up of here and there
Lose sight of all your goals
Or did you just stop caring

Excusing all loopholes

You may never know
What You would really do?

But if it was the end
Would you even have a clue?

But hope isn’t lost
You can still do good

Make the most of everyday
Like you know you should

Live like no tomorrow
Don’t be stuck in the past

Don’t be stuck in the future
The present will last

Make good choices
And always be kind

You want a good legacy
To eventually leave behind

Do you want to be known
As a sad, sad kid?
Or even forgotten

Like you never existed?

Or would you rather be known
As a kind, kind hero?

Facing their fears
Regret number zero

Go live everyday
Like it could be your last

Eventually this will
Be a thing of the past

So I disappear 
And bid you adieu

Now go live your day
Like you know you have to
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